MEETING TODAY’S CHALLENGES TO PROVIDE A SECURE FUTURE

Specifically designed for commercial applications, the U3510 LCC is the market’s lightest, most compact thermal imaging detector to offer a resolution of 320 x 240 pixels. Just 1.83 x 1.83 x 0.37 cm in size, the low-cost U3510 LCC weighs less than 4 grams.

With a 25 micron pixel pitch, this uncooled sensor employs vanadium-oxide technology to detect long-wave infrared energy through adverse atmospheric conditions and total darkness to display crystal-clear thermal video images. The U3510 LCC features a low-profile, surface-mountable ceramic leadless chip carrier (LCC) that can be mounted to any printed circuit board using LCC sockets.

Its compact size, light weight and powerful thermal imaging capabilities make the U3510 LCC a leading choice for commercial security, detection and monitoring products.
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